
 
 

10 Estrella, LLC Lawyers Named to 2022 The Best Lawyers in Puerto Rico™ 

San Juan, Puerto Rico, August 26, 2021 – Estrella, LLC is pleased to announce that 10 lawyers have been included in 
the 2022 Edition of The Best Lawyers in Puerto Rico™. Since it was first published in 1983, Best Lawyers® has 
become universally regarded as the definitive guide to legal excellence.  

Best Lawyers has published their list for four decades, earning the respect of the profession, the media and the 
public as the most reliable, unbiased source of legal referrals. Its first international list was published in 2006 and 
since then has grown to provide lists in over 75 countries.  

"Best Lawyers was founded in 1981 with the purpose of highlighting the extraordinary accomplishments of those 
in the legal profession,” said CEO Phillip Greer. “After 40 years, we are proud to continue to serve as the most 
reliable, unbiased source of legal referrals worldwide.”  

Lawyers on The Best Lawyers in Puerto Rico list are divided by geographic region and practice areas. They are 
reviewed by their peers based on of professional expertise and undergo an authentication process to make sure 
they are in current practice and in good standing.  

Estrella, LLC would like to congratulate the following lawyers named to 2022 The Best Lawyers in Puerto Rico list:  

• Odemaris Chacón Varona - Labor and Employment Law and Professional Malpractice Litigation  
• Andres J. Colberg Trigo - Litigation  
• Alberto G. Estrella - Administrative Law, Appellate Practice, Corporate and M&A Law, Franchise Law, 

Litigation, and Professional Malpractice Litigation  
• Yasthel González - Labor and Employment Law  
• Luis E. Migenis - Land Use and Zoning Law  
• Luis M. Morera - Administrative Law and Litigation  
• Neysha Natal - Tax Law  
• Francisco A. Ojeda Diez - Litigation  
• Neyla Ortiz - Litigation  
• Kenneth Suria - Arbitration and Mediation, Competition / Antitrust Law, and Litigation  

### 

About Estrella, LLC  

Estrella, LLC is a full-service Puerto Rico law firm that represents clients in federal and local courts throughout the 
Island. We are one of the oldest and most experienced law firms in Puerto Rico. Our firm employs first-rate trial 
attorneys who provide comprehensive representation to a diverse group of blue-chip clients. 

Due to our island-wide litigation practice, we are uniquely equipped to assess case value and exposure due to the 
ability to learn past judgment amounts. Our knowledge of local judges and ability to assess client exposure make 
our attorneys uniquely equipped to advise clients and help them make well-informed decisions about their cases. 

As one of the oldest firms in Puerto Rico, Estella, LLC built its reputation by delivering thoughtful, comprehensive 
and cost-effective litigation strategies to some of Puerto Rico’s highest-profile companies. Our attorneys are 
results driven and diligent in preparing for trial, leaving no stone unturned. Our top priority in each lawsuit is 
ensuring that our clients’ long-term goals shape our litigation strategy so that our clients succeed and prosper. 


